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ANGLAIS–LV1-  séries A1-A2  &B – Durée : 3 heures – Coef.: 3 (A1&B) ; 4(A2) 

I- READING COMPREHENSION      

 

Read the text carefully and answer the questions 

 

Text: Could football become big business in Africa? 

Football is undoubtedly Africa’s most popular sport. Millions tune in every week to watch the 

stars of the world’s biggest clubs compete. It is difficult to find an office, restaurant or bar on 

the continent that is not broadcasting some sort of football game any given time. Around 20 m 

African viewers watched the UEFA Champions League final in May 2015. 

Yet Africa’s national leagues are far behind those of Europe in terms of development. From 5 

television rights and merchandise to sponsorship, there are many opportunities for what could 

become a billion-dollar sport for Africa. Prospects for this growing industry are on the up 

after a successful 2010 FIFA World Cup held in South Africa and the more recent eight-year 

sponsorship deal between oil and gas company Total and the Confederation of African 

Football (CAF). If the football industry can overcome poor governance issues, stem the 10 

migration of talented players and reignite interest in domestic leagues, the  sport can play a 

significant role in driving Africa’s economic and social development. There is no lack of 

footballing talent from the continent. From Liberia’s George Weah, to Côte D’Ivoire’s Didier 

Drogba and Gabon’s Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang – to name just a few – African footballers 

have been lighting up the global stage for decades. Yet the migration of gifted African 15 

footballers to Europe is hampering1 interest and development in Africa’s leagues. “Muscle 

Drain” – where top players leave Africa for more developed leagues – has been long 

discussed, with BBC News running an article as far back as 2000 entitled “Is Europe stealing 

Africa’s best players?”, but little progress has been made in combating the problem. 

 Over 8pts 
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African footballers have a major presence in European leagues, with the 2010 Demographic 20 

Study of Footballers in Europe finding that 571 players from Africa were employed by 528 

clubs of 36 top division leagues of UEFA member countries, an average of more than one per 

club. Top-level clubs and agents are constantly on the lookout for skilled young African 

footballers that have the potential to become world-class stars. 

Up-and-coming African players are more likely to stay on the continent if there are 25 

opportunities for them and the support system required to enhance2 their skills is strong, but 

until FIFA introduces more stringent3 regulations on the selling of young players not much 

can be expected to change. Issues around corruption and political interference in football exist 

everywhere.” Football in Africa has faced numerous challenges in recent years and has faced 

various allegations of corruption and abuses of power within its governance structures, as well 30 

as cases of match-fixing and illegal trafficking of players being reported across the continent”, 

says Jake Marsh, a senior sport integrity manager at the International Centre for Sport 

Security (ICSS). These problems are not only damaging to the perception of the game, but 

they can have a real impact on the success of players on the field. 

 

                       Finbarr Toesland, African Business No 434 October 2016, pp. 27-28 

Vocabulary: 

1. hampering = gêner, entraver.   

2. to enhance = améliorer, mettre en valeur. 

3. stringent = rigoureux. 
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A. GLOBAL COMPREHENSION                                            

 

Tick the right answer                                                               (0,5 x 4 = 2pts) 

1. This text is taken from: 

  a booklet 

 a newspaper 

 a journal.  

 a magazine. 

2. This passage is: 

 a survey an extract  a story    a dialogue  

3. The text was written in the ------------- century. 

 twentieth   twenty one 

 twenty-second  twenty-first 

4. The best expression to qualify footballers going to play abroad is: 

 “brain drain”   “muscle drain”  “foot drain”  “going away” 

 

 

B. DETAILED COMPREHENSION    

 

1. Are the following statements true (T) or false (F). Justify your answers  

by quoting from the text. Mention the line(s).  

(T/F=0,25 pt;L=0,25pt;Just=0,5ptx4=4pts)  

 Statements T F Justifications Lines 

a)- In Africa, soccer is the most popular 

sport.  

    

b)- 
In general; football is meaningless 

as far as economic and social 

matters are concerned 

    

c)- 

Finding talented footballers in 

Africa is rare. 

 

    

d) 

Corruption interference attempts to 

kill African football. 

 

    

 

 Over 2pts 

 Over 6pts 
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2. Find in the text the synonyms of these words . (0,5ptx4=2pts)    

           

Words                        /          Synonyms 

a) compete  

b) outside  

c) fighting  

d) abilities  

 

II- PERSONAL PRODUCTION            

   Free expression.        

Topic: Football has now become the most popular sport. In your opinion, what are the 

advantages and drawbacks of practicing professional football? Give concrete examples 

to illustrate your statement.  (150-200 words). 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Items to be marked Mark Over 

Presentation; length; introduction +body+ conclusion  2 

Ideas; syntax; linking words; examples  2 

Grammar; vocabulary  2 

Total  6 

 

 Over 6pts 
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III. LINGUISTIC COMPETENCE. (6 pts)       

 

A/ Write the following numbers in full letters in British English   (0,5ptx4=2pts)                                                         

1. 5th------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

2. 1998 (year) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

3. ¾------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

4.  33%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

B/- Turn the following sentences into the negative form if necessary. (0,5ptx4=2pts)                                                                                           

1. Students went to school. 

___________________________________________________________________ 

2. It may rain heavily tomorrow. 

___________________________________________________________________ 

3. My father told me the same thing. 

___________________________________________________________________ 

4. Nobody heard about it. 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

C/. Match the phrases in column A with those in column B to build complete and 

meaningful sentences(0,5ptx4=2pts ) 

 

 Column A  Column B Answers 

1 My uncle-in-law is a 

polygamist 

a as a result a thief stole 

it. 

1  

2 You’ll get sick b they had an accident. 2  

3 He left his money on the 

table; 

c in spite of his low 

income. 

3  

4 While they were driving the 

sick man to hospital, 

d unless you stop 

drinking palm wine. 

4  

 

 

                                                                                                                       Good Luck ! 

 

 


